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                BOUNDED BY A PLANE WALL

                                  BY
                    S. TOMOTIKA and H. FUJ]NCAWA

                          (Received June 4, 1953)

          , SUMMARY
       Starting with Green's general exact iormula for the }ift acting ona circular-
    arc aerofoil placed in any pesition in a stream boundecl by an infinite plane wall,
    an exPansion formu}a for the lift is obtained•correct to the order of (l/H)2, where
    l is the chord-length of the are-aerofoil and H is the distance of the mid-point
    of the chord from the bounding wall. The result is found to be in complete
    agreement, up to the order of (l,1ll)2, with an expansion Åíormula fer the lift on
    a circular-arc aerofoil near a plane wa}l, which has been obtained recently by tlie
    junior writer by extending Green's new method useful for ca}culating approximate
    expansion formulae for the lift and mornent of an arbitrary twe-dimensional
    aerofoil placed near an infinite plane wall.

j.. Introduction ,
    Tlae lift acting on a circular-arc aerofoil placed in any position in a stream bounded '

by an infinite plane wall has been evaluated by Green (X) in an exact manner, by

using suitable conformal transformations. Later on, the senior writer has reinvestigated

(2), in conjunction with Tarnada and Umemoto, the problem ab initio by employing

sttitable conformal transformations, which are somewliat different from those used by

Green. It has been fouRd that except for the difference in netation, our general exact

forr.nula for the lift acting on the cnerofoil i$ in perfect agreement with the corre-

sponding formula of Green.

   By carrying out detailed numerical calcttlations for three circular-arc aerofoils,

the cambers of which are respectively O.022, O.053 and O.097 approximately, the value

of tlie angle of incidence being taken to be 50 in al} cases, we have investigated the

manner in which the grottnd effect upon the lift of an aerofoil is modified by its camber.

   Since, however, not. only the general exact formula for the lift but also the

equations for determining various parameters are all very cornplicated, it is extremely

dificult and almost hopeless to repeat detai}ed numerical calculations for arc-aerofoils

of different cambers and for various values of the angle of incidence. Therefore, it

i$ desirable te derixTe an .approximate expansion formula for the lift useful for numerical

computations.
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    In a recent paper (3) Green has devised an ingenious generai rr}ethod for calculating

series expansion formulae for the lift and moment acting on a two-dimensional aerofoil

with arbitrary shape in the presence of an iRfinite plane wall, and applying the method

Green himself has obtained the first three terms in the series ex. pansion for the iift

acting on a circttlar-arc aerofoil of arbitrary camber.

    Quite recently, the junior writer (4) has extended Green's analysis and obtained

an expansioR formula correct to the order of (llH)` for the lift Y acting on a circular-

arc aerofoil in the presence of a plane wall, where l is the chord-lengtk of the aero-

foil and H is the distance of the mid-point of the chord from the bounding wall.

'IChus, emitting, for the sake of simplicity, the third and higher powers of l!H, the

result is

             }, = i-g(sine+tan (x cose)k

                    ÅÄ 6-14{(8 -6 cos 2e) + 12 tan tx sin 2e

                         -F tan2rf• a3+s cos 20) -{- sin ti -il. t/inn ,IZ cos ti}(uniili)2, (i-• i)

                                             '
where e is the angle of incidence and 4rx is the angle which the arc subtends at its

centre. Yo denotes the lift actlng on the same aerofol! when placed in an unlimitecl

uniform stream of velecity U and is given by the weil-known formula :

                         Yo = -i 'L ,olU2(sine+t.ftn ti cos e), (1. 2)

wherepls the density of the fiuid concerned. '
    lt should natttrally be expected that such an expansion formula for the lift would

have been derived from the general exact formula, by assuming H to be very la;-ge

and developing various functlons in series. The object of the present paper is to

derive the expansion forrnula by starting with Green's general formula for the lift.

2. The conformal transformations

    For the sake of reference we shall first reproduce the principal results of Green's

analysis which are necessary for otir present purpose. For details of the analysis

reference should be made to Green's original'work (1).

    Taking the plane ef two-dimensional fiuid motion as the z-plane, we consider

a steady irrotational continuous fiow of an incompressib}e inviscid fiuid past a circular-

arc aerofoil AA' which is placed in any position near an infinite plane wall }i[Kl

We take the x-axis along the wall HH' and assume that the fluid at infinity fiow•s

with a constant velocity U in the positive direction of the x-axis.

   '
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    Twe different cases now arise ; in the first case, the circle on which the arc lies

intersectg the bounding wa}1 at two real points X and Y (Fig. 1), while in the second

case the circle on which the arc lies does not intersect the wall at real points (Fig. 2).

}Iowever, as shown by Green, tlae results for the second case can be derived from
those for the first case so that it suMce$ to consider only the first case.
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    We take the origin O,of the x-plane at the mid-point of the segment

length will be denoted by 27,. Then, after $everal transforinations, the

transformed conformally into an annular region in a Z-plane bottnded by two

circles of radii 1 cfind q(<1) (Fig. 3), the circular-arc AA' corresponding to

circle and the bounding wall HH' to the outer circle. The various points

fonned as:

                    AH -:ww qHe,ie l, Sli:geie2, x nv- eit}3, y=eie,, }

wkere the arguments t]i,02,e3,e.s satisfy the foileuring four relations;

XY whose
2-plane is

concentrlc

 the inner

are trans-

    (2, 1)
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      e, -- fi, =::: e,+0,, -2rr ,

  tl,t --e3 = 2(o"'-ff) =: -2o" (say),

      rr ;11".. ei >. 02 ...l7w. --x.

denotes the angle

(Fig. 4).

which the segment XY subteRds at the centre

(2. 2)

(.?.. 3)

(2. 4)

(2. 5)

o' of the
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If we pttt

ei-02 =2iz,
fl3-6 = fiv- o" ww--- e6 ,

} (2. 6>'
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we have, from (2.3) ancl (2.4),

                              Zi, lill2:L::/A•l] (2, 7)

and the relation (2.2) can be rewritten in the form:

                     /tt,lttF,9$st-g:li.ÅÄS•iÅÄ•[g"if,}i-g#)1=o. (2.s)

    The same relations as (2.7) and (2.8) hold as well for the second case w• hen

tlie circle on which the arc lies does not intersect the wa}l at real points, provided

that we generalise the definitions of 2. and 6. In the first case, Z a.nd o" are both real

numbers and satisfy the conditions:

                            2,),>., O, x}irt' o" )k -rr, (2. 9)

while, in the second case, i2 .and i(n-o") are real numbers subject to the condltions:

                            i2 ;.k.. O, i(z - o") ;..A. O. (2. 1{O)

With this extension of oar definitions, the expressions for the forces acting on the

aerofoil as evaluated in the first case can be used, as they stand, in the second case•

3. Geometrieal parameters defining the circular-are aerofoil

    We shall now consider the geometrical parameters defining the circular-arc aerofoil

AA'. Let l be the length of the chord AA', a the radfus of the arc AA', 2?' the

angle which the arc AA' subtencls at its centre O' and U the distance of the mid-point

of the chord AA' from the bounding wali }II-I'. Further, let 3 be the acute angle

which the chord AA' makes with the wall. This B is nothing but the angle of incidence

of the arc-aerefoil.

    Then, we have from Fig. 4, the following relations :

               -L =:2 sin ?', --IL= sin o", tli-(- -ww cos {g cos ?'-ces o"', (3• 1)

               ce a                                        a

from vLrhich we get

                            t?.. ..- COSB 2COsSiili.COS O" . (3. 2)

    On the other hand, we have, Åírom the transformation equations which are omitted

here, the following expressions for tan B an(l 1?Ill, namely :

                        tan fi :d<1 . g,(,)1 -,.b,22. gibn(Oi -,- d.,), (3. 3)
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               -7- -- = 2-(-i--:--2-/r- g-//t-:--d,- -i• (1 -l- b2 -l- d2 -l- b2d2-4bd ,,, ,"), (3. 4)

xNrhere

                   b--0b-i,l•-[-g•-t-2•-l-i-2,--;,i•d-•gii,l,[g-ÅÄ;S-i--:-,1-i-IL• <3•s)

    Solvlng equations (3. 2), (3. 3) and (3.4) for d and b, we get

                      d=:{g-gg,(,9/i.?,;),--,cgs.,B}",l

                                               , (3. 6)                      b == -{c,gg [2.$}ggg ;i;}'a , ,/

ancl combining these with (3.5) we have ulÅíimately

                    {gggEg/lii-i-?,-wwi-ggS,S}b'::tt-.,{,-[-3"".--FZ-if,IZI•i•1, (3•7)

                   -{g•gg-l-g•--\---BB--)i--=ww---:g,-g-1);}:-"://'3i-[-,,,•--k-r,9•l-l-3,-),- (3•s)

                                                          '
Thtts, if the values of i9, r and l!ff are prescribe(l, these two equations, together witli

equatiens (2. 8) and (3.2), determine the values of tx, o", 4) and q.

4. Tke general expressien for tlie Iift acting QR the are-aerofeil

    The resttltant force acting on the circular-arc aerofoil can be calculated by the

use of Blasius's first formula. Referring the detailed calculations to Green's paper,

only the final results xKrill be given here. Thus, denoting the x- and 3,-components

of the resnltant force b>T X and Y respectively, we hcftve

                  X= O, YDIIpU2 =: Y,A- Y, -t- Y, -t- Y,,-y Y,, (4. 1)

where

     Y,--{0,igi(,O,?,ft,i,(,4i,/,2.X,).S,i2':g,)}

          Å~[4E{",,--i3-E•l--i-,j-i'6,fSllZ2,lÅÄ;-g'iil8?--giil•[-9,--]-}

                       -0i3(O){bO•-,,l(W/ee/5e)-)-tt,ii((ee,2!!,tin)}], (4.2)

     y, == -i- 2E"gSC,O,}agi,irr> {gl[Sli,S -2-ifiSill-2--9,-i-7i--a,-tA- l- }, (4• 3)

    y,="i`(O),"g{(,`':1",}:l3,t,2fi,i.>','/B)i2rr}{S•,-'/ig(--Z•-i:,!i-/3-:-l-/!••-l-Etil--//-,IS({,IC-'t2)-•}• (4•4)

     Y•i:"i"(O'"(,•ti`efli2rr,),?j'il,$,i/"t""g9.g'12rr',rm.g2-3'-..\'i.-(sB'("'B"i"l':l'2'i.L;s'• (4''5)
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        - rr cot o"' zi)la(O)0,(6!rc)iSti(txlrr)     Ys " rv og-{(o"+rz)12, }03"{(6-u-)!2rr}

          Å~[e,l{/lf2(ss)L{F+S-l/[3i./!2,-K.gl-3,"giSfi,>i,2,g)}

                  +-l}E{E-Sl[`,X-f;f';+Si[Zilg2-3g'[e,;ifZrr.l}]• (4•6)

    tg---s,-11.•:--///==-E[,h••,:-1i-g,-${-g,-),-l-i-:•,l,--s--ii,i,-E-$-:,e.if,zrt.l]3, (4•7)

    E=//i,r{-[-3•-+g,?,--l-2,,,-,i,-3.il[iky,x]!,gg.i+s-\g,-z-is•g--:),-$g(,s-iitue,• (4•s)

 and
                                                                '    F==-L$-J22it,O,2$:ll•2,il}i,i-Fgl-iii[g-:me:•ii,l,.is-Z,-9,-ii. (4.g)

5. Caleulatiox of tx, o", ip aRde

    Starting from the above general expression for Y, we shall derive an expansion

formula for the lift on tlie arc-aerofoil. To this end, we have to obtaiR the expansions

of (z, o" and (P in series of ascending e 3nd then to obtain the expansion of 4 in powers

of llH.

    Now, equation (2.8) can be put in the forin:

         zi)g{(o" -}- (A)!2n}8,{(o" - (z)12rr} + zY5{(o" - a.)12rr}0,{(6 + tz)!2rr} :O, (5. It)

which, when the well-known a-expansion formula for the function "3(v) is used,

becomes (5):

             sin o" cos u. -Y q sin 26 -l- 2q3 sin 2o" cos 2tx

               + a`(3 sin 3o" cos (x + sin 6 cos 3fx) + 2q7 sln 4•o" + ••• -ww O. (5. 2)

From this equation we can obtaln the expansion of ces (z in powers of q. The result is

                cosa =: -2q cos o" -e 4g3 cos o"-4e5 cos o"(3+2 cos2o")

                             "- 32q7 cos 6(1 -+-3 cos2o") -}- •••. (5. 3)

    The relation between (x and 6 having thus been known, we shall next proceed to

express 6 i'n powers of g by means of equation (3.7). As mentioned already, the

object of the present paper lies in the derivation of an expansion formula for Y!Yo

in powers of llff, which can be adequately used enly when llH is fairly small, i.e.

when I-I is fairly large. Therefere, it suMces to deal with the second case where the

circle on which the arc-aerofoil lies does not intersect the bounding wal! at real points.

In this case, the value of q is suMciently small, but, owing te the extension of o" as

in (2. 10), the value of cos o" becomes very large.
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    TIius, for convenience, we shall put 4 cos o" == a. Then, equation (5.3)

wrltten as :

                      cos (x = -2o -F 4q2(a-2a3) e- O(e'i) ,

from which we have

                    sin `z : (1-4o2)"-"'{i-- 8q20{2-ww42tiO.//` -- o(g4)} .

    Next, we have, froiu the first equation in (3.6),

   ' acos "r-q cos fg :[li iFtlq sin o" sin ?',

while, after several calculations, we get, frem the second eqttatien in <3.5),

           d2 -y i - - (1 ww 12a2 -Y 32a`) +4q2(1-2a2 -64.a6) +O(q4) fi..

           .....tH.t.tny- -t. -           d2 rm i 4g sin 6(1-4a2)tt{ (1-4a2) N- 4g2(a2 +8a`)ÅÄO(e`)

Eliminating (d2+1)!(d2-l) from (5. 6) and (5. 7), we have an equation

ing 6 in terms of q. Thus,

           4(1- 4ti2) 'l' (o cos r-e cos B) { (1 -4a2) -{- 4q2(a2 -l- 8a4) +O(a`)

            = bosin7'{(1-i2o2+32d`)+4e2(1-2a2-64ti6)+O(q`)}.

    In order to solve this equation, we assume that a can be developed

of ascending q as:

                         a xe ae -F aie -f- a2e2 +a3q3 -f- -•• ,

where ge,ai,a2,a3,... are ceytain functions of B and 7'. Substituting

(5.8) and equating the coedicients of the same powers of a on both

    4(1-4ag)'t'(o,-4ag) cosr := -sin "r(l-12ag-i-32a'o'), .

    (1-4tig),,'{(1-16ao2)a, cosr-(1-4ag)cosB} = 2tioa,(3-16og)sin7' ,

    (1 - 4tig) l'[l2aeo, cos B- cos r{6a,til31"in' 146-.a,,2Q - 4o:o (1 -i- 8ag) - a,(1 - 16tig)}j

          :kwa -sinr{(1-2a62-64aS')-3a?(i-l6tig) -2a,ti,(3-16ag')} ,

    a - ti,ig) S'[2 cos fg{3al-ii II IIgg- - 2ag(i -F sag) + 6aod2}

              ÅÄ cos r{o3 (1 - 16ag) - 12aeaiti231lhww l49.a,,g

                                                '                     -i-i6ijgo,7iimnv4,iO,,gli"2-6ailwwnv84".2o,,+sogal`(ilwu48."/2-/,+4-aa

       = 2 sin ?' l - 16a,a3i +2a,a, (1 •1- 96a3) -- 3a,a,(1 - 16ag) -t- oo if,(3 - 166g)

       can be

         (•5. 4)

         (5. Jr)

        <5. 6)

         (5. 7)
}

  for determin-

}

         (5. 8)

   mto a serles

         (5. cj)

  this $eries in

sides, we get

        (5. 10)

        (5. Il)

        (5. 12)

g ,(3-i-sag)}]

  }. (5. 13)
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From these equation$ vvre can deterrnine the coeracients ofi's successively as functions

of B and ?'. The values of the first four coeMcients will be given below.

               ti, == -g sin 2il, 6i =cos2-itl- cosB, 1

               a2 = --21- sin -Sf-((1+3 cDs2-St-)-6 cos2S/' cos2 i3}, 1, (s. lis)

                                                         I/                        -p" l               o3 -ww 2 sin2-S- cos2-2i-(4 cos3 B -3 cos S). j

   Using (5. 9) together with these values of the tit's, we have, from (5. 4) and (5. 5),

             22 22(   cos tx = sin-Z/1' -2q cos2-Z/ -' cosR+2q2 sin:/1 cos2-Zrl '1-3 cos2 B)

              +2q3 ces2-l/l-' {(2+3 sin2-lfl-) cos B-s sin2-Zil ces3B} +o(q'`), (s. ls)

               '
   sintx = cos/t21[i+2q sin-l/i-' cosB-2q2{sin2g/' +(1-3 sin2-"iL)cos2 i3}

                -2e3 sinSt' {3 sin2-l'- cosB-t-4(1-2 sin2-5t' ) cos3 B}]-l-O(q") . (5. 16)

   ln a similar manner, we get from (3.8) the expansion for cos(P in powers of

qin the form: • "                      ces'Åë = /.te -i- Ltiq+itt,q2 -y xi,q3 -- -••, (5. 17)

            Lte= kw COS I9, Lii :2 sin-lfi- sin2 3, "

            11i :pm=- g ll.:is,i'",l ii]. 2BB{ (C,Ofi 3, ',,.,tt•..).,(,. ,,.,,.E,.),.,, L,}. .11 (J"' i8'

Also, we have the expansion for sinÅëin the form: •

sinÅë=:sinS[li-2q sin-5/-- cesB+2q2 sin2-tl-(2 cos,LB-1) .

             -i-2e3 sin l/ll-{(1-4 sin2-l/ll-) cos g? -i-2(1+sinL' l/l' ) cos3B)-I.l-i--o(4`). (s. 1.g)

   Lastly, we get frem (3,2) the expansion for l/H in ascending powers of q ii}

the form :

                  t-l.1 :8e cos-l'l-' {1+2q sin-2)l cosB+O(q2)}, (s. 2o)

ancl solving this equation for a, we have .

                q Åëos•S/' = -s2--tf- -312 tanE/' cosa(-k-)2-" o[( ft)3]. (s. 2o



                                • -{-5 tan2-lt: sin:' B cos B} -F O(q`), (6. 2)

     Y,, : 512r,.5e3 cos3-5/-(4 sin2 i9 cos B-t-2 tan -S/' sin3 B-2 cot-S-- sin3 B) --O(q`) , (6. 3)

     Ys =:256r,5G ces -l2/r--(tan-'2Z sinB+tan2-l' cos's) .

         -256rr5e2 cos2 -S/' { 2 sin B cos B -F 2 tantt'- cos2 B

                                                         '                        +6 tan2-S- sinB ces B- tan3-S/ -' (1-4 cos2 B)}

         -l-512rr5q3 cos3-Z2:/'-{tan ttl sin l?(6+5 cos2 B) ÅÄtan2ttt: cos i?(4-l-3 cos2 i9)

                                --                         -I-4 tan3 -S-sin B(1 -y ces2B)

                          -l- tan`St' cos l9 (3 -l-2 cos2B)}+O(q`), <6. tl.)

     D = 2s6T, ` cot-S/' {q cos -5/1- tan2 -S/1 "- 2a2 cos2-S/--tan Etl (2-t-tan2-S-) cos B

                    -- cf3 cos3 l' (2+tcan2 S)(2 sin 2B-3 tan2-E/:-) +O(q4)} . (6. 5)

             tt
Thus, by (4.2) we have an expansion in powers of g for the total lift Y acting on

the arc-aerofoil in the form :

iS4 S. TOMOTII<A and !{. FVJIKAWA

6. An expansien fe}'mula for the lift

   Making use of the preceding various expansions xve have obtained, after lengthy

calculations, ei pansions in powers of q for various quantities such as Yi, Y2, Y3, Y4,

Ys and D as defined in (4.2)-(4.9). The yesults are

                  '
   Yi -- Y2 = -256n5q2 cos2-:r2nv

         xx {sin g9 cos B -y tan-5t'- (3 - cos2 3) -t- 4 tan2 g/' sin B cos g3 + tan3 -l' (1 -v 2 cos2 B)}

           -y 512z5g3 cos3 -S/' {sin2 B cos B + t'anltl-' sin f9(1 -y 4• cos2 B) '

                          "tan2 tT--(12 cos tg-7 cos3 gg)+16 tan3-l/ll sinB cos2 B

                                   -t-tan'` S-( cos B-{-6 cos3 B)}'-1-O(q'`) , (6. I)

     Y3 == -256rc"q2 cosL' l/ll(sinB cosB-l-tantf sin2i9)

          -l- 5127t5q3 cos3 2il-{sin2 3 cos B+tan S/'• sin g9<1 -t- 4 cos2 B)

                                         A-
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YDI256r,51,eU2 =:q ces l: (tan l' sin B--tan2 -5/' cos3)

              -q2 cos2 -S/ -' (4 sinB cos l3 +4 tan -St -' -t-10 tan2 -tTr-. sinB cosB

                             -"6tan3 {/li.' cos2 B) -"

              ÅÄ2a3 cos3 S {6 sin2 B cos S-v tan -E/ -' sin B(10 -t- 11 cos2 B)

                         --.                    "- taB2-lli- cos B(21 -9 cos2 3) -t-tan3IitS sin B(4 +20 cos2 B)

                    a- tan" -S/-'- cos B(4 +8 cos2 3) -2 cot tr- sin3 B} + O(a'`), (6. 6)

or, dividing the both sides by P as given by (6. 5),

          y/rclpu2 = (sin ig-Ftan-S/ -' cos lg)-4a cos -l/l-' (sin ig+tan-l:- cosB)2'

                    -y e2 cos2 -5- {sin S(16 - 12 cos2 3) + tan tr-- cos B(30 - 28 cos2 il})

                              +tan2 ttl sin B(5-F 24 cos2 B)

                              +tan3 -5/-l cos B(s"8 cos2 B)}+O(e3). (6. 7)

   Now, it is naturally expected that in the limit when the distance H of the mid-

point of the chord 'from the wall becomes infinitely large, the above expression (6.7)

would degenerate into the well-known formula for the lift Yo acting on a circular-arc

aerofoil placed in an unbounded stream, the length as well as the angle ef incidence

of the aerofoil being considered to be of the same vaiues in both cases. In effect,

we easily find that

                  Yo ==lt/;I} Y =:nLeU2(sinB--tan•tt-1 cosP), (6.s)

which is nothing else than the well-known formula Åíor the lift actiRg on an arc-

aerofoil placed in an unlimited stream,

   Combining (6.7) with (6.8) we have

       -l'll---, = i ny 4q cos -l -(sin B -{- taR -b/1- cos i?)

             +a2 cos2-7i ((i4- 12 cos2 3) -t- 16 tan -l/l-' sin B cos iB

                       -- tan2tr-<s -y8 cos2 B) +ginBiil t/r." vl•ir" c.,B)+O(q3) , <6' 9)

and if use is made of (5. 21), we obtain u}Åíimately an eK. pansion forrnula for YIYo

in powers of llll in the form:
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       -yYs = 1--2i--(sin I3. -i-tan -tr- cosB)--i--

             + 84'((8m6 cos 2B)+ i2 tan lfl- sin 2B

                                    '    , Ht- t`an2 'S'(13 LF8 COS 2i?)+sinBrl-2taSniii.//. cos kl(fS ):'' (6' 10)

wl}ere tlie third and higher powers of llll have been neglected, Except for the

difference in netation this expansion formula is in perfect agreement with the formula

(1. 1), which, as mentioned in the introduction, has been obtained by the junior writer

by extending Green's new method (3).

    in conclusion the writers wish to express their cordial thanl{s to Dr. K. Tamada

for valuable discussions.
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